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SSP may not be orders-of-magnitude in cost from
Profitability for small PowerSats serving niche markets



PowerSat PowerSat Designs are BigDesigns are Big
• Microwave (2.45 Ghz/12 cm) from GEO

–  ~10 km ground antenna
– ~1 km antenna in orbit
– 63% efficiency

• As the antenna must be km scale, only km scale solar
collection makes sense leading to ~1-5 GW designs.
– Collector mass of 5 kg/kw -> sat mass 5,000 tons/gw.

• Such large systems are multiple orders of magnitude
away from profitability [Fetter].

• If the first few PowerSats could be much smaller,
success is much more likely.



Atmospheric WindowsAtmospheric Windows



IR Power BeamingIR Power Beaming

• Minimum product of the antenna diameters is linearly dependent on
wavelength

• 1 micron beam reduces antenna diameter product by 120,000x
– On orbit 5 m beam -> ground receiver 32 m

– Desert markets

• 5MW to grid

– 10x sunlight -> 45m receiver



Power Beaming CompetitionPower Beaming Competition

• LaserMotive 1 km tether climber
– 808 nm (< 1 micron) laser

– 10x sunlight power density, 2 ft target area

– Custom receiver light cells

– > 500 W delivered at 1 km

– >10% overall efficiency, 25% achievable today, 40%
probably achievable with near-term tech

• vs 63% microwaves



Ikaros HelioGyro Ikaros HelioGyro Solar SailSolar Sail

0.0075 mm material$16 million

Presently en-route to Venus

Thin-film 
Solar cells
0.025 mm on
5% of surface
Produce 500 W
~4% efficient
45 g/m2

800 g/kw

LCDs for control

20 m

Next: 50 m diagonal, integrated solar electric

Why not cover 95%?

That would get 9.5 kW
Good demonstrator 

300kg

Spin stabilized, 1-2rpm

14 m



Thin-Film Solar CellsThin-Film Solar Cells

• Ground thin-film solar cells
– Efficiency: ~20% in the lab, ~10% in the wild

– 0.2 mm thick

– Mass: ~275g/m2 packaged for Earth

– Tolerate 1 cm radius of curvature

• Ikaros-derived cells 0.0325 mm thick
– ~45 g/m2 and 20% efficiency implies ~ 160 g/kw

– Compare with SSP critic Fetter claim 5 kg/kw needed



ImplicationsImplications
• One Falcon 9 Launch

– 4.8 tons to GTO

– $56 million ($11/w -- comparable to $14-20/w nuclear)
• A few years ago, 3.6x price reduction for packages of 100 launches

• System
– 100 g/m2 (45 g/m2 for collector, 2.6 tons everything else)

– 210 m on a side

– 8% sunlight to power-to-the-grid efficiency

• ~5.2 MW to grid

• At $1/kw-h (remote military) ~$46M/yr

• At $0.29/kw-h (2008 industrial cost in Italy) ~$13.4M/yr



What You DonWhat You Don’’t Needt Need
• New launch vehicles

– Although it could really help

• Teleoperated robotic assembly

• Huge chunks of land

• Radio frequency spectrum assignment



IR Power ResearchIR Power Research
• Military working on laser size and efficiency

– Laser generation efficiency 65% in lab, 80% goal

– Recent 100KW solid state Northrop-Grumman

• Efficient receiver cells (narrow band)

• System design
– Inexpensive, suitable for SSI

• Environment/Safety study
– Particularly

• Power level to punch through clouds
• Local weather effects

– Initial studies inexpensive, suitable for SSI



Collector ResearchCollector Research
• Study convert Ikaros into SSP demonstrator

• Investigate 200 m sail packing/deployment

• Investigate orbit maintenance
– Solar pressure has major effects

– Net force of zero over one year
• Other perturbations can cause long-term drift

– STK simulations  (HPOP propagator)
• 100 g/m2 return near original orbital parameters in 1 yr

• 20 g/m2 does not



ConclusionConclusion

• SSP is not orders-of-magnitude from profitability given
reasonable improvements in
– Thin-film solar cells

– Heliogyro spacecraft

– IR power beaming

• Perhaps within a small factor of nuclear life-cycle
cost/watt-capacity

• High end markets pay for launch within a few years

• Something like this is why Solaren thinks they can deliver
200MW of SSP to PG&E in 2016



Solar Pressure ProblemSolar Pressure Problem
• My be so low mass that light pressure is a major perturbation
• Over 1 year, all forces sum to zero, but not over 1 day

– Daily changes, however, can cause significant changes

• STK simulations, GEO, HPOP propagator
– 20 g/m2 orbit was unstable, did not return at end of year
– 100 g/m2 orbit returned near starting parameters after one year

• Significant changes to eccentricity
• Ground track oscillated

– Would require more beam pointing than stable GEO

• Probably requires orbit stabilization engine, but at 100 g/m2 and up may
need little fuel
– Next Ikaros mission plan has integrated solar-electric thruster


